Westchester County Planning Board Referral Review
Pursuant to Section 239 L, M and N of the General Municipal Law and
Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code

George Latimer
County Executive

May 28, 2021
William H. Holmes, Deputy City Clerk
City of Mount Vernon
One Roosevelt Square
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
County Planning Board Referral File MTV 21-008 – PUCD-Park District – 1 Bradford Road
Zoning Text and Map Amendments – Lead Agency Notification
Dear Mr. Holmes:
The Westchester County Planning Board has received a revised amendment to the Mount Vernon Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning Map with respect to 1 Bradford Road, a site that is surrounded by the Willson’s
Woods County Park and accessible only via the park’s roadway. The amendment would create a new
PUCD-Park Planned Unit Clustered Development - Park district and rezone 1 Bradford Road to this new
district.
1 Bradford Road is currently zoned RMF-15, and prior to 2015 was zoned LI-7.5. The proposed PUCDPark regulations are designed to enable and encourage flexibility of design and development that is also
sensitive to the unique qualities of 1 Bradford Road, which is surrounded by County parkland. While
the PUCD-Park district would allow a variety of uses, it is our understanding that it would also permit a
currently proposed construction-related office building, subject to certain conditions that involve layout,
clustering of development, setbacks and buffers. The County Planning Board provided preliminary
comments on that proposal in a letter dated May 8, 2020, as well as additional comments on an earlier
version of the PUCD-Park regulations in a letter dated June 12, 2020.
We have no objection to the Mount Vernon City Council assuming Lead Agency status for this review.
We have reviewed the revised zoning amendments under the provisions of Section 239 L, M and N of
the General Municipal Law and Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code and we continue to
be supportive of the proposed changes. We agree that the site is better suited for the context-sensitive
regulations contained within the PUCD-Park regulations than the previous LI-7.5 regulations.
If the proposed zoning is adopted, we look forward to continuing our review of the site plan proposal for
1 Bradford Road. We also note that the revisions to the proposed PUCD-Park regulations now require
the outdoor storage of materials, equipment, pallets and supplies to be in the rear of the property and not
along the property line with the park. The applicant must also work with County staff to ensure that a
suitable buffer is implemented between the site and Willson’s Woods Park.
Please inform us of the City’s decision so that we can make it a part of the record.
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Thank you for calling this matter to our attention.
Respectfully,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
By:
Norma V. Drummond
Commissioner
NVD/LH
cc:

Kathy O’Connor, Commissioner, Department of Parks, Recreation & Conservation
Ken Uhle, Program Coordinator (Capital Planning–Parks Facilities) Department of Public Works & Transportation

One Bradford Road
City of Mount Vernon - City Council

General Layout of Site

One Bradford Road

Front Parking Area – Walls - Fencing & Outline of Landscape Areas In Parking Lot

Commercial Truck Parking Area – Pallets – Loading Dock

Site Plan

SITE PLAN

Photometric/Lighting Plan

Photometric Plan

Question: Provide Preliminary Photometric Lighting Plan documenting
illumination levels throughout the site and along the property lines.
Ensure lighting is not excessive, but adequate for tenants, park users
and residents.
Answer:
• See Preliminary Photometric Plan which shows the illumination levels
throughout the site and along the property lines and that the lighting
is sufficient but not excessive for the tenants, park users and
residents.

Proposed Use Of Site

Current Proposed Usage for One Bradford Road
(a ) Main Building Use: Business, professional offices- top floor and
portion of the second floor will be used for “Stagg Group’s
development, construction and management office workers, currently
approximately 35 employees.

A portion of the main building is intended to be rented to “nonaffiliated” tenant(s), currently no tenant has leased any portion of the
premises , it is intended that initially the remainder of the building
would be leased for office use with parking available to such tenant.
In the rear of the main building and or beside the main building will be
parking for tri-axle dump truck and or box trucks when these are
needed to park at the site. An example of a tri-axle dump truck and box
truck follow.

(b) Permitted Accessory Uses for Accessory Structure: the Accessory
Structure in the rear of the property will be used for purposes that are
incidental and customary to the permitted principal use on the lot
including maintenance and serving uses on the site such as
maintenance of Stagg owned vehicles by a Stagg employee who will be
working at the site.
(c ) Limited outdoor storage of materials, pallets and equipment that
are suitably screened and located at the rear of the building adjacent to
the railroad tracks. Examples of pallets of brick and block follow. There
is a gate and fence at the entrance to the area where the antenna
building, accessory building and parking area along the side of main
building are located in order to further screen and separate this area
from the rest of the outdoor area.

Box Truck

Tri-Axle Dump Truck

Pallet of Block

Pallet of Brick

Question: Please confirm extent of outdoor construction yard
operations on-site and steps being taken to mitigate impacts on park
and surrounding residential areas, and that site won’t be simply used as
“construction yard.”
Answer:
• We will not have a construction yard, we may store some pallets of
material in the rear of the building on occasion and this will be on a
very limited basis.

Question: Please confirm type, height, and volume of materials to be
stored. Is storage outside of the designated “pallets” anticipated?

Answer:
• Pallets will be approximately 6 feet high and will be stored in the area
designated on the site plan behind the building.

Question: Confirm when building tenants will be on site. Clarify the
number of permanent on-site workers that are assigned to the
construction yard and maintenance building. Clarify if any other
potential building tenants would operate aspects of their business
outside of the building (similar to the construction storage operation).
Answer:
• We anticipate tenants on the site during normal business hours. We
anticipate 1 yard employee (may not be full time) and 1 employee
assigned to the maintenance building (may not be full time). We can
not comment on tenants use at the property at time because we do
not have any, but we would only allow the limited uses on the outside
of the building in the rear that we would be afforded.

Question: Will any fabrication occur on the site?

Answer:
• No

Question: How will the gate to the construction yard operate? Will it
remain open throughout the work day? Will it operate automatically
(open and then close) when a construction vehicle approaches?
Answer:
• The gate will remain open during normal business hours.

Question: What safety precautions are in place to avoid children at the
daycare from going into the lake?
Answer:
• The property is surrounded with fencing and or concrete walls which
will not allow the children to get off the site to the lake, and also the
outdoor play area for the day care has an 8 foot high chain link fence
which prevents children from getting to the lake.

Onsite Emergency Vehicle
Circulation Plan

Emergency Vehicle Circulation Plan

Onsite Vehicle Circulation
Plan

General Traffic Information
Relating To Site

Question: Document construction vehicle circulation patterns and associated
mitigation measures to ensure the safety of residential areas surrounding the site
through which construction trucks will travel, as well as, park users, building tenants,
and children at potential day care facility.

Answer:
• See traffic flow drawing previously submitted. The entrance driveway is 50 feet
wide, there is plenty of room for a lane of cars headed into the property as well
as one lane of cars leaving the property. From the traffic flow arrows in the
drawing it shows that the cars and vans will continue towards the front of the
building and to parking in the front of the property, construction trucks will turn
before they get to the building to head to the back of the property and park in
the rear of the property. Construction trucks typically leave at 7:00 am and
return at 4 pm.
• Normal office hours for our employees is 8 am to 6 pm. As for any day
care/nursery school that may be entertained as tenant, the proposed day care
drop off /parking plan shows that the there would be parking spaces for this use
closer to the building and there are no construction trucks or activity in this area.

Question: Generally identify vehicle origin and destination (trip
directions) , and more importantly, peak hours. Will measures be
required to off- set construction vehicle traffic from building tenant or
neighborhood traffic peak hours?
Answer:
• We do not anticipate any issues with construction vehicles leaving or
coming. Travel to and from the site will be on Wilson Woods Park
Road.

Question: Will construction vehicles traveling through the surrounding
residential neighborhoods employ best management practices to
mitigate noise and fugitive dust impacts?
Answer:
• Yes

Question: Confirm ingress and egress patterns and routes, including the number and
size of construction vehicles, building tenant vehicles, and visitor trips. Generally
identify vehicle origin and destination (trip directions), and importantly, peak hours.
Will measures be required to off-set construction vehicle traffic from building tenant
or neighborhood traffic peak hours?

Answer:
• Ingress and egress patterns and routes on the site have been identified in
previous answers and drawing entitled Vehicle Circulation Plan , we
currently have 2 triaxle dump trucks and 6 box trucks ,photos of these type
of construction trucks will follow, most of these construction vehicles will
not be at the site, but if needed they will be parked in the back of the
building and leave in the morning around 7 am and return around 4 pm.
• There are 130 parking spaces at the site, all the parking in the front of the
building will be for the tenants and there will be no construction trucks
parked in this area, Stagg has approximately 30-35 employees who will
drive to the site in the morning between 8 am and 9 am to being their
workday and leave the site at 5 pm or later. We can not comment on
potential tenants’ activity at the site as we do not have any at this time.

Box Truck

Tri-Axle Dump Truck

General Storm Water Plan

Question: Please verify if downstream stormwater sewer system is
suitable to receive discharge.

Answer:
• Yes it is – stormwater is contained on site in cultic system. See letter
from Engineer Peter Joselow regarding sanitary sewer system.

Sam Schwartz Engineering, DPC has prepared the
following technical engineering and memorandum
which follow in their entirety:
Traffic and Storm Water Engineering Review
Traffic/ Noise Technical Memo

Sam Schwartz Engineering, DPC
322 W. Eighth Avenue, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10001
914.393.2465
samschwartz.com

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Mark Stagg, Jay Martino, Kathleen Bradshaw
Lou Luglio, P.E., Don Tone, P.E., Luke Martinek, P.E., LEED AP, Nanette H Bourne
July 7, 2021
1 Bradford Road, Mount Vernon, NY - Traffic and Stormwater Assessment

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Provided in this memorandum is a review of the Site Plan & Notes (dated January 16, 2020, as
revised on October 16, 2020) for the proposed Stagg Development Corporate Office
Headquarters located at 1 Bradford Road in Mount Vernon, New York (the “Project Site” or “site”).
The memorandum incorporates the results of field observations completed on July 6, 2021 to
document the existing condition of Wilson Woods Park Road, the available sight distance on
Wilson Woods Park Road at the entrance to the Project Site, and the available space to allow
trucks to enter and exit the Project Site. This is an update to the December 4, 2020 memorandum
under the same title as this memorandum.
This review is divided into two sections. Section 1 contains the Traffic Assessment and Section
2 contains an assessment of the Stormwater Management Plan.

1. Traffic Assessment
1.1 Existing Conditions
Site Description
The property is bound by Willson’s Woods Park to the north and east, Bradford Road to the west,
and the Metro North railway to the south. Willson’s Woods Park is under the jurisdiction of
Westchester County and is one of the oldest parks in Westchester County. The park operates
daily year-round between 8:00 AM and dusk.
Site Access and Adjacent Roadway Network
Site access is provided via a full-movement driveway on Wilson Woods Park Road at the
southeast corner of the property. It should be noted that although the address is 1 Bradford Road,
the driveway intersects directly with Wilson Woods Park Road.
Wilson Woods Park Road is a two-way, two-lane roadway with a posted speed limit of 25 MPH.
Trucks are prohibited except for making local deliveries. Walking paths are provided in some
areas and weave in and out of the park near the roadway. Parking is prohibited on both sides of
the roadway. The roadway is categorized by NYSDOT as a Major Collector Roadway (Class 17)
which is defined as a roadway that provides traffic circulation within residential neighborhoods,
commercial and industrial areas. A primary purpose of a major collector roadway is to collect
traffic from local streets and channel it into the arterial system. The roadway was observed to be
in fair to good condition along its length, similar to the condition of multiple roadways in southern
Westchester County.
Lincoln Avenue is a two-way, two-lane roadway that facilitates east-west travel within the City of
Mount Vernon. The roadway is categorized by NYSDOT as a Principal Arterial Roadway (Class
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14) which is defined as a roadway serving major centers of activity of a metropolitan area on high
traffic volume corridors; and carries a high proportion of the total urban area travel on a minimum
segment of mileage.
Bradford Road is a two-way, two-lane roadway that is also defined as a Major Collector Roadway
by NYSDOT. The road provides a north-south connection to Wilson Woods Park Road from the
southerly park entrance to the residential neighborhood near Beechwood Avenue. The roadway
passes underneath the Metro North railway bridge (trestle) that has posted maximum vehicle
height clearance of 12’-3” – thus prohibiting most trucks from traversing from Wilson Woods Park
Road to the adjacent neighborhood. South of the railroad trestle, sidewalks are provided on both
sides and parking is prohibited.
1.2 Proposed Conditions
Proposed Development and Site Operations
The proposed land use for the project site would be defined as a General Office Building that will
provide a total of 38,000 square feet of office space. The immediate plan is for Stagg
Development to occupy 9,000 square feet of the building (5,600 square feet on the penthouse
floor and 3,400 square feet on the second floor) as its new corporate headquarters, with the
remainder of the space to be leased to other commercial tenants.
Most of the building and site have already been constructed but are not occupied. There are two
existing loading bays on the southern side of the building that will remain. In addition, a 1-story,
18-foot-tall accessory garage building located in the southwest portion of the site near the
adjacent railroad will be completed as an accessory garage building. The existing
telecommunications (cell) tower will remain along with existing and related access easements.
Stagg’s offices will include approximately 30 to 35 employees, most of whom will drive their
vehicles to the site and remain parked during the workday. It is anticipated the office space will
operate daily for standard weekday office work with some employees having staggered hours
typically between 8:00 AM and 8:00 PM, as anticipated in a post-Covid condition. A limited
number of employees may work on the weekend, which is usually limited to Saturday.
The site will provide a total of 130 parking spaces in an improved parking lot for tenants’
employees. Limited parking for construction trucks will also be provided at the rear of the site typical construction trucks include tri-axle trucks, cargo box trucks, and construction box vehicles.
The largest of these vehicles will be a Kenworth triaxle dump truck approximately 26 feet in length.
It is anticipated that a maximum of three (3) of the applicant’s construction vehicles will be
dispatched from the premises to job sites in the morning. Some trucks will return to the site in the
late afternoon, while others will remain at job sites. The primary purpose of the truck parking
spaces will be to hold vehicles between construction projects. Once the vehicle has been
assigned to a construction project the vehicle will typically remain on the construction site. The
applicant anticipates approximately six (6) construction-related truck trips per day (3 leaving in
the morning and 3 returning at the end of the workday).
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enter and exit the Project Site. Based on a review of the proposed project site plan, there would
be sufficient space within the Project Site to safely turn this size vehicle.
1.3 Recommendations and Conclusion
Based on the initial assessment from a traffic engineering perspective, the site would not produce
a significant volume of traffic during the morning or evening peak hours. The local roadway
network has available capacity to accommodate the site traffic, and the project would not cause
adverse traffic impacts to the adjacent roadway network.
Nevertheless, it will be important for the applicant to emphasize to their employees (and tenants),
that the building is located within a park environment, so drivers need to be aware of the
surrounding recreational activities (biking, walking and jogging) and be in strict compliance with
the 25-mph speed limit. Travel safety advisories should be submitted by the building management
on a regular basis (maybe four times a year, at the beginning of each season). The operating
hours of the park (8AM to dusk) do not coincide with the peak evening commutation hours of the
office for many months of the year.
Wilson Woods Park Road presently provides local delivery truck access to the Westchester
County Willson’s Woods Park facilities located within the park. However, existing posted signage
at the start of Wilson Woods Park Road southbound near East Lincoln Avenue indicates that
trucks are not permitted through.
To remedy the potential confusion that existing local delivery trucks encounter on their way to
park facilities and for the limited number of future Project Site truck trips (up to six per day), Sam
Schwartz recommends that Stagg coordinate with Westchester County to make the following offsite roadway improvements:
1. Supplement the two (2) presently installed “NO TRUCKS” signs (MUTCD R5-2) on Wilson
Woods Park Road just south of Lincoln Avenue with the “EXCEPT LOCAL DELIVERY”
(NYR7-3p) plaque from the New York State Supplement to the 2009 MUTCD.
2. On Wilson Woods Park Road just south of the site driveway and before the railway trestle,
a new “NO TRUCKS” R5-2 sign should be installed.
3. On the Project Site driveway approach and across the street on Wilson Woods Park Road,
a “NO LEFT TURN” sign with supplemental “TRUCKS” plaque should be installed to
prohibit trucks from turning left from the Project Site driveway (MUTCD R3-2 with
“TRUCKS” plaque).
The site triangles shown on the “Intersection Sight Distance” Exhibit in the attached Appendix
demonstrate that to maintain safe ingress/egress, this area should be kept free and clear of
obstructions and overgrown vegetation to ensure that vehicles exiting the site driveway have
adequate sight distance. It is recommended that Stagg coordinate with Westchester County to
remove the dense and overgrown vegetation immediately north of the entrance to the Project Site
on Wilson Woods Park Road and design a landscaped entry to the area that is dominated by low
growing shrubs to maintain safe sight distance to the north of the entrance to the site.

samschwartz.com
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2. Stormwater Management Plan
As requested, Sam Schwartz reviewed the approach, pre-redevelopment conditions, the design
documents, and the construction work performed to date for stormwater management for the
previously developed 1 Bradford Road office renovation project. In addition, Sam Schwartz has
provided recommendations for additional measures that are recommended to be undertaken by
the applicant, as should be detailed as part of Site Plan Approval plans to ensure the stormwater
management system will be constructed in compliance with New York State stormwater
regulations. It is understood that the storm sewer system in Mt. Vernon is managed as a Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) which applies New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
permitting regulations.
2.1 Existing Conditions
Based on a review of existing records and survey data, the +/- 3-acre site was previously
developed with impervious paved parking areas, buildings/structures, concrete stairs and
sidewalks, and minimally landscaped pervious coverage. The site generally drained from south
to north across the paved parking area to a single drywell via a drop inlet opening that was not
functionally connected to an adjacent sewer main traversing the center of the site. Two sewer
manholes exist within the site that are connected to a +/-12” diameter sewer pipe that flows from
southeast to southwest across the site towards Bradford Road. Inverts at each manhole are
measured at 16’8” and 11’ below grade respectively. Further study will be performed by the
applicant to verify the downstream discharge connection point of this sewer to municipally owned
sewer facilities and whether it is suitable to receive stormwater discharges from the site.
Design and Construction Documentation
The proposed site plan includes removal and reconstruction of the paved parking areas, the
addition of a new building structure, concrete perimeter walls and modified landscaping
throughout. Due to an increase in impervious surfaces for the proposed redevelopment, the
architect applied a calculation method known as the Long Term Hydrologic Impact Analysis (LTHIA) which is a simplified calculation derived from Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) Technical Release (TR-55) methodology utilized to arrive at a volume of stormwater
detention requirements for a redeveloped site associated with the increase in impervious cover.
The design storm utilized in the calculation is a 7.5” storm in 24-hours. The architect and applicant
also performed two percolation tests on the site each with a rate of infiltration documented at 4
minutes per inch. Silt fence details were included for use in temporary erosion control during
construction activities.
The L-THIA based TR-55 calculation method indicated a stormwater storage volume of 8,083
cubic feet would be required to address the increased impervious cover area. This volume of
storage was addressed by providing 102 open bottom cultech stormwater chambers set atop a
setting bed of crushed stone and layers of geotextile filter fabric. Each cultech unit achieves 79.26
cubic feet of storage. While percolation rates were favorable for subgrade soils, additional storage
credit was not applied in this calculation to determine the number of cultech units required, which
is a more conservative approach to meet storage volume requirements. A storm catch basin drain
inlet and 8” pvc pipe network was designed to capture stormwater and deliver it throughout the
samschwartz.com
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site into the underground storage detention area comprised of cultech units with an 8” outflow
pipe connecting the cultech storage volume area to the existing sewer that traverses the site.
The L-THIA TR-55 calculations, cultech system sizing, percolation test results and stormwater
management design and erosion and sediment control methods are detailed on construction
documents sheet Site Storm Plan SP-004.00 last revision dated 8/10/2020.
Construction
The storm drainage pipe network, catch basins drain inlets, and cultech unit stormwater volume
storage area depicted in the Site Storm Plan SP-004.00 has been built and an inspection report
was prepared by Certified Testing Laboratories with photo documentation provided and a written
report of field observations by the inspector. Based on a review of the inspection report, the
cultech units appear to have been installed according to design specifications and in accordance
with typical installation methodologies for layering geotextile filter fabric and crushed stone setting
beds below open bottom storage units. As-built elevations were provided by the applicant and
upon review show positive drainage from catch basins into the cultech storage volume area.
2.2 Additional steps to be taken to meet NYSDEC SPDES Permit Requirements
A detailed Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will need to be prepared in accordance
with NYSDEC requirements for land disturbance in excess of 1-acre associated with
redevelopment and will include both temporary and permanent erosion control measures and
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) designed in accordance with the New York State
Stormwater Management Design Manual (SMDM).
Temporary Erosion Controls
A stabilized stone construction entrance and, except at areas where new perimeter walls achieve
the same effect, additional silt fence should be added to the perimeter of the site where
stormwater may drain downhill towards perimeter chain link fences and could send sediment onto
adjacent properties.
Stormwater Quantity Management
As a continuation of the simplified L-THIA calculation method, and in accordance with the
standard NYSDEC SPDES permit and NYS SMDM requirements, a full NRCS TR-55 calculation
and stormwater model will be developed to provide unit hydrograph calculations demonstrating
that the currently built detention system meets the stormwater quantity requirements to restrict
peak post redevelopment stormwater discharge rates from the site to rates that are at or below
the discharge rates associated with the 1 year, 2 year, 10 year, and 100 year storms in the preredevelopment conditions as required. As part of this design calculation modeling, in order to
provide adequate reduction of post-redevelopment discharge rates to pre-redevelopment
discharge rates for the requisite design storms modifications to the existing installed infrastructure
may include any of the following: additional detention storage chambers and/or modifications to
the size or invert elevation, or possible removal of the discharge pipe from the detention system
to the sewer main within the site . Should it be determined that the existing sewer on site and the
associated downstream sewers are not suitable for receiving a new storm sewer connection from
samschwartz.com
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the cultech detention system area, then it is likely that the stormwater quantity volume storage
requirements associated with the proposed redevelopment will be fully managed through on-site
retention and infiltration practices, including use of the existing cultech system and any expansion
of additional units if required.
Stormwater Quality Management
In accordance with NYSDEC SPDES permit requirements a required water quality volume (WQv)
will be calculated according to Chapter 4 of the NYS SMDM based on the impervious coverage
increase from the pre-redeveloped conditions to the post re-developed conditions. Percolation
rates will be reconfirmed in the areas below the open bottom cultech detention chambers in order
to determine if recharge rates are adequate to meet a portion of the WQv required. In addition,
percolation rates will be confirmed in proposed landscaped areas on the north side of the property
and within the pervious areas of the interior and perimeter landscaped curbed islands throughout
the parking lot to determine if there is any potential for infiltration based green infrastructure
options that can be designed to meet a portion of the WQv. Because the site can be classified as
a redevelopment, proprietary stormwater management practices, such as hydrodynamic
separators, may also be utilized to meet WQv requirements. Pipe connections between the most
downstream catch basins that collect the most significant amounts of stormwater in the northern
portions of the site will be retrofitted with hydrodynamic separators, if required, in order to make
up any deficit in WQv requirements that cannot be achieved by infiltration recharge below the
open bottom cultech chambers. Based on percolation rates verified by additional testing, where
allowable based on guidelines set forth on the NYS SMDM, additional green infrastructure
practice options beyond the infiltration recharge provided beneath the cultech chambers, such as
rain gardens and bioswales, will be designed in new locations in the northern regions of the
parking lot area and through retrofitting the existing painted parking islands with perforated
subdrainage pipes and preamble soils.
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Memorandum
DATE:

July 7, 2021

TO:

Mark Stagg, Jay Martino, Kathleen Bradshaw

FROM:

Lou Luglio, P.E., Vice President
Nanette H. Bourne, Director Hudson Valley Services

RE:

Response to Correspondence from Stephan A. Maffia, P.E., F&A (6-23-21)

INTRODUCTION
Provided in this memorandum are responses to comments received from Stephan A. Maffia, P.E., F&A
dated June 23, 2021, concerning the proposed Stagg Development Corporate Office Headquarters project
located at 1 Bradford Road in Mount Vernon, New York (the “Project Site”).
Responses to Comments Concerning Traffic and Parking
1. Comment: The EAF’s indicate that there would be no substantial increase in traffic, but there is
no support for this conclusion
Response: The principal arterial roadway that would be used to gain access to the Project Site is
East Lincoln Avenue. As detailed in the attached Technical Memorandum dated July 6, 2021,
traffic flows on East Lincoln Avenue reflect a typical temporal distribution with distinct commuter
peaks for the AM and PM peak hours with closely balanced volumes in each direction. In the
eastbound direction, traffic peaks at 525 vehicles at 8:00AM. In the westbound direction the peak
is at 585 vehicles at 5:00PM. The theoretical capacity for a principal arterial roadway, as
determined by standard traffic engineering guidelines, is approximately 700 vehicles per lane per
hour (determining the actual capacity for a specific roadway segment would require a traffic
modeling capacity analysis). Based on the trip generation estimates and the trip assignments, the
intersection of East Lincoln Avenue at Wilson Woods Park Road would experience a total increase
of 29 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 23 vehicles during the PM peak hour. This represents
less than a 5% increase in overall traffic volumes at the intersection of the two roadways. The
traffic assessment indicates that the area roadways will still have capacity to absorb and
accommodate the “new” vehicle trips generated due to the proposed development.
2. Comment: There are 131 existing spaces, and they are planning to provide 103 off-street spaces
– a reduction of 29 spaces. No analysis was done to confirm that the parking would be sufficient.
Response: The proposed development will include 130 off-street parking spaces, substantially
equivalent to the number of parking spaces that current exist on the Project Site. All parking would
Sam Schwartz Engineering, DPC is a firm authorized to perform engineering services in different states and works in cooperation
with Sam Schwartz Consulting, LLC, collectively comprising the Sam Schwartz team. Working as a team provides both companies
access to the entire network of professionals.
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occur in the front of the building and be used by tenants of the building. No construction trucks
would be parked in this area. Limited parking for construction trucks would be provided at the rear
of the site. The proposed development would provide space for approximately 30-35 employees
who would drive to the Project Site in the morning between 8 am and 9 am and leave the Project
Site between approximately 5 pm and 6 pm. All employees and tenants would park on the Project
Site.
Based on Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) Parking Generation Manual 5th Edition parking
generation estimates for General Office Buildings of 38,000 square feet (sf) would generate a
demand of 116 vehicles. The 130 on-site parking spaces would provide sufficient capacity for the
proposed development.
3. Comment: There may be significant negative impacts on traffic flows on the park access road to
the site and at intersections along East Lincoln Avenue. Also, the potential impacts of insufficient
parking on-site have not been determined.
Response: See Responses to Comments 1 and 2.
4. Comment: It is clear from the application that there will be an increase in trucks travelling from
East Lincoln Avenue to and from the site along the County-owned Park drive throughout the day.
Response: It is projected that approximately two to three construction vehicles would be dispatched
from the Project Site in the morning, with some of those trucks returning to the Project Site in the
late afternoon, while others would remain at job sites. Typical construction trucks would include
tri-axle trucks, cargo box trucks, and construction box vehicles. The largest of which would be the
tri-axle dump truck. There would be no 18-wheel trucks using the site.
Once a construction vehicle has been assigned to a construction project, it would typically remain
on the construction site through completion of the construction project. It is anticipated that a
maximum of approximately six construction-related truck trips per day would be generated by the
proposed project (three leaving the site in the morning and three returning to the site at the end of
the workday).
5. Comment: The specific number, type and size of the trucks that would access the site, as well as
their travel schedule must be provided.
Response: See response to Comment 4.
6. Comment: A review from the Westchester County Planning Commissioner noted the potential for
increased truck volume activity to damage the park access road.
Response: See Response to Comment 4. The projected maximum number of construction truck
trips of approximately six trips per day is not anticipated to result in significant damage to the park
access road.
7. Comment: The County identified the park access road as not being designed to accommodate
regular daily truck use.
samschwartz.com
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Response: Wilson Woods Park Road is a two-way, two-lane roadway with a posted speed limit of
25 MPH. Walking paths are provided in some areas and weave in and out of the park near the
roadway. Parking is prohibited on both sides of the roadway. The roadway is categorized by
NYSDOT as a Major Collector Roadway (Class 17) which is defined as a roadway that provides
traffic circulation within residential neighborhoods, commercial and industrial areas. A primary
purpose of a major collector roadway is to collect traffic from local streets and channel it into the
arterial system. The roadway has sufficient cross-section and safe sight stopping distance to allow
for its use by trucks.
It should be noted that Wilson Woods Park Road is not a truck route due to a Metro North overpass
with a 12’3” clearance – effectively prohibiting trucks from travelling into adjacent neighborhoods,
and is not designed to accommodate heavy truck traffic. The limited number of trucks that will
access the proposed use will be similar in size to trucks currently using the road to deliver supplies
and to support activities at Willson’s Woods Park.
8. Comment: The applicant must provide an analysis of the existing road regarding its construction
and physical condition as well as the likely impacts of the estimated additional truck activity
associated with the site development.
Response: See responses to Comments 4, 5, 6, and 7. Site survey indicates that Wilson Woods
Park Road is in fair to good condition along its length, similar to the condition of numerous
roadways in southern Westchester.
9. Comment: If the projected frequency and loading of trucks is beyond the capacity of the park road
to accommodate those uses, then either truck trips should be reduced/prohibited on the park road
or, the road should be reconstructed to a higher standard by the applicant.
Response: See responses to Comments 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Necessary improvements to address
needed maintenance of Wilson Woods Park Road is the responsibility of Westchester County.
10. Comment: The County will make the final determination regarding the disposition of the park
access road.
Response: Noted.
11. Comment: An increase in truck activity would increase the level of noise along the park access
with the potential to negatively impact the adjacent park lands.
Response: As described in the response to Comment 1, the peak traffic periods would be during
the AM and PM peak commuter periods, when Wilson Woods Park Road would experience a total
increase of 29 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 23 vehicles during the PM peak hour. It
should be noted that this peak coincides with additional Metro North commuter train traffic along
the adjacent track. In addition, it is projected that a maximum of three construction trucks would
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travel on Wilson Woods Park Road in the morning and afternoon. All motor vehicles, including
trucks, travelling on Wilson Woods Park Road would be restricted to 25 mph.
Human ability to perceive a change in noise levels from motor vehicles is based on the change in
the number of “passenger car equivalents” at a given location within a given hour, in which
vehicular traffic volumes are converted into PCEs values, in which one medium-duty truck (having
a gross weight between 9,900 and 26,400 pounds) is assumed to generate the noise equivalent of
thirteen cars, one heavy-duty truck (having a gross weight of more than 26,400 pounds) is assumed
to generate the noise equivalent of 47 cars, and one bus (vehicles designed to carry more than nine
passengers) is assumed to generate the noise equivalent of eighteen cars. A human can generally
perceive a change in noise levels with a doubling (or halving) of PCEs. Although potentially
noticeable, depending on the volume of traffic that currently travels on Wilson Woods Park Road,
increased noise levels that would result from this increase in traffic would not be significant given
the very limited duration of the noise increases. Since significant levels of traffic, including delivery
trucks, currently use Wilson Woods Park Road to gain access to Willson’s Woods Park resulting
in increased noise levels adjacent to the roadway.
Assuming no motor vehicles currently travel on Wilson Woods Park Road, there would be the
potential for a perceptible change in noise levels during peak travel hours. However, since noise
levels along Wilson Woods Park Road are currently affected by existing motor vehicle traffic,
including trucks, perceptible changes in noise levels would be unlikely. The 25 mph-restriction in
vehicle speed would further reduce the potential for significant noise impacts, since the noise
generated by tire/pavement interaction would be substantially imperceptible by the human ear.
Responses to Comments Concerning Proposed Site Plan
1. Comment: The plans must include truck turning radii at the entrance to the site, along the park
access road and within the site where trucks would back or otherwise maneuver. This should be
required to ensure that such turns and maneuvers have sufficient area to make those movements
easily and safely.
Response: Based on a site survey completed on July 6, 2021, and an assessment of the required
turning radius for the largest truck (tri-axle dump truck) that would enter and exit the Project Site,
there would be sufficient room at the intersection of the proposed project and Wilson Woods Park
Road to safely enter and exit the Project Site. Based on a review of the proposed project site plan,
there is sufficient space is provided within the Project Site to safely turn this size vehicle.
2. Comment: The sight distance from the driveway to the park access road – in both directions –
must be included on the plans to ensure that safe stopping and intersection distances are provided.
Response: The American Association of State and Highway Transportation Officials Green Book
2018 (“AASHTO Green Book 2018”) recommends that a minimum of 155 feet of stopping sight
distance be provided for a design speed of 25 MPH. Based on field observations and a review of
available high-resolution aerial imagery, the site driveway will continue to provide adequate sight
samschwartz.com
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distance to facilitate site access. Specifically, field observations on July 6, 2021 and a review of
available high-resolution aerial imagery indicate that there is adequate site distance to both the
south of the entrance to the Project Site and to the north of the entrance to the Project Site along
Wilson Woods Park Road. A sight distance exhibit is included in the July 7, 2021 updated Traffic
and Stormwater Technical Memorandum.
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Jersey City, NJ 07302
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August 5, 2021

Mount Vernon City Council
1 Roosevelt Sq., Mount Vernon City Hall
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
Copy: Michael Zarin, Esq. mzarin@zarin-steinmetz.com
Berine Adler, The Chazen Companies, badler@chazencompanies.com
Kathleen Bradshaw, Stagg Group, KBradshaw@stagggroup.com
Jay Martino, Stagg Group, JMartino@stagggroup.com

Re:

Stagg Development Corporate Office
1 Bradford Road, Mount Vernon, NY

Dear Member of the City Council:
We have reviewed the Memorandum dated July 27, 2021, from The Chazen Companies with
respect to traffic related issues and we offer the following responses:


Vehicle turning movements counts at the critical intersection of Lincoln Avenue and
Bradford Avenue should be included to assess the traffic impacts of the proposed
development.
Response: We did not perform traffic counts at the intersection of Lincoln Avenue
and Bradford Road as the number of new vehicles generated by the proposed
development of approximately 38,000 sf of office would be less than 100 vehicles
(up to 48 AM and 35 PM) during the Peak Hours through the intersection and
would not require analysis of this intersection. This intersection is also subject
to temporary bridge construction.



Passenger vehicular trip distribution for the proposed office development is provided,
however, the truck trip distribution is not provided to assess the truck impacts at the
critical intersection.
Response: FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 show the anticipated truck generation during
the AM and PM Peak Hours, respectively.
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The images below depict the anticipated truck routes could utilize Lincoln
Avenue, Route 22 (S. Columbus Avenue), and North Avenue / I-95 to access the
proposed site. Again, only 3 truck trips per day are expected.



The proposed site would lease a portion of the building to a Day Care facility. However,
no details of the Day Care facility are included. Details should be provided including
number of students, staff and timings of the Day Care facility. Further, short-term dropoff and pick-up operation as well as the required parking for the Day-Care should also
be provided.
Response: There are no tenants proposed at this time, and day care is just one of
27 permitted principal uses in the proposed Park Adjacent Zoning District (PAZD).
However, in response to a comment raised by the City Council regarding how a
day care use could be incorporated into the site plan, if there were to be a day
care tenant, the applicant provided additional information. In an effort to provide
information on a potential Day Care tenant, we offer the following:
o EXHIBIT 1 depicts a possible location if a Day Care tenant were to occupy
10,000 sf of space in the building. With up to 100 students/children and 15
employees, 23 parking spaces would be required (15 for staff and 8 for Pick
Up Drop off activities).
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The presentation document for the City
Council showed that a box truck or a
three-axle truck is used at the Site. The
size of the truck and the wheelbase as
per American Association of State and
Highway
Transportation
Officials
(AASHTO) should be provided.
Response: An SU-30 Truck is shown
to the right with dimensions.



A truck-turning template for trucks entering and existing the Site driveway needs to be
provided to show easy and safe maneuver. The truck maneuvering at the loading dock
in the back of the building should also be included.
Response: EXHIBIT 2 shows the proposed driveway improvements, EXHIBIT 3
shows an SU-30 truck exiting the site, and EXHIBIT 4 shows an SU-30 entering the
site. EXHIBIT 5 shows an SU-30 truck path to the load dock.



The Site Plans shows palette storage, there is no details of the fork-lift to be used at the
Site including its storage.
Response: EXHIBIT 6 depicts the fork-lift to be used on site and the location to be
stored.



Based on the size and route of the trucks, the safe maneuvering at the critical
intersections should be investigated. Specifically, arrival and departure routes to the
main surrounding roadways should be addressed.
Response: An SU-30 is a typical truck on the adjacent roadways today and it
routinely navigates local intersections without problems.



The sight distance analyses performed at the Site driveway is based on the design
speed limit of 25 mph. The posted speed limit on Bradford Road is 30 mph. Hence, the
sight distance should be re-analyzed based on actual 85th-percentile speed on Bradford
Road.
Response: An Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) was placed across Wilson Wood
Road from Friday, July 30th to Friday, August 6, 2021 *, to identify the traffic
volumes and operating speeds. The following information was determined:
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o
o
o
o
o

282 vehicles during the AM Peak Hour (SB 132, NB 150, 6:30am - 7:30am)
361 vehicles during the PM Peak Hour (SB 134, NB 227, 4:30pm - 5:30pm)
248 vehicles during the Saturday Peak Hour (SB 99, NB 149, 1:45pm - 2:30pm)
Average speed 24 mph NB and 27 SB and 85% speed of 28 mph
The table below shows the number of vehicles traveling at various speed
intervals, percent of total, and cumulative percentage.
7/31 - 8/4/21 0 - 15
Time MPH

15 -20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

NB

211

724

3540

3223

557

33

2

1

3%

9%
11%

43%
54%

39%
93%

7%
100%

0%
100%

0%

0%

218

515

2626

3213

575

41

11

0

3%

7%

36%

45%

8%

1%

0%

0%

10%

47%

91%

99%

100%

SB

EXHIBIT 7 shows the sight distance at the proposed driveway, including proposed
improvements to improve the sight lines in coordination with Westchester County
Parks that concurred.
* (The ATR was accessed on 8/4/21 for preliminary data, Sat – Wed)

Please contact me at 201-805-8819 or lluglio@samschwartz.com with any questions.
Sincerely,
Louis J. Luglio, P.E.
Vice President
https //samschwartzengineering-my.sharepoint com/personal/lluglio_samschwartz_com1/Documents/Sam/PROJECTS/1 Bradford Road - Mt Vernon/SSE Response Letter 8-5-21 docx

cc
ATTACHMENTS: EXHIBITS 1-7

From: Drummond, Norma <nvv1@westchestergov.com>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:20 PM
To: Duarte, Janice <JDuarte@ci.mount-vernon.ny.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: 1 Bradford Road
Good afternoon – it took a little longer than I expected, but we wanted to check a couple of things
before responding. First, see the attached email. This comes from Lukas Herbert, one of our senior
planners who is the most familiar with the referral and the proposed plan for the site (he told me he was
actually at Willson Woods park just last weekend), and see the maps he attaches to the email.
It is clear that the County Parks owns its own driveway and we believe to the Metro North tracks, but it’s
not clear who owns Bradford Road as one map site shows it as a separate tax lot (not uncommon for
streets and right of ways); but the applicant could own it as well. This would be one where a title report
would be important.
Like we spoke yesterday, there are a number of County parks that abut non-residential uses, but Willson
Woods is pretty unique in surrounding a non-residential use.
If I were looking at this from my ZBA hat, I would be concerned not just about this user, but about the
next one and their use. S any adjustments in zoning should be clear about what types of uses would be
allowed (remembering that you abut a county park) and what should not be allowed – including the
type and size of vehicles – outside of deliveries to the building users.
I hope all this helps.
~Norma

Norma V. Drummond | Westchester County Commissioner of Planning
Rm 422, 148 Martine Ave | White Plains, NY 10601| 914.995.2427

From: Duarte, Janice <JDuarte@ci.mount-vernon.ny.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:56 PM
To: Drummond, Norma <nvv1@westchestergov.com>
Cc: Duarte, Janice <JDuarte@ci.mount-vernon.ny.us>
Subject: 1 Bradford Road
Dear Commissioner Drummond,
Following up on our call earlier, below is a summary of the questions that both I have, as well as some
from concerned residents.
Question #1: Are there other County parks with commercial zones inside the park?
There was a recent neighborhood association meeting where residents asked the following – these are
from minutes from their meeting:
“What is Westchester County's role/position?
How many county parks modified zoning to accommodate commercial corporations?
What documentation exists of proposals for commercial space in county parks (that were
unsuccessful)?
Is Stagg encroaching on county property?”
I was present at this association meeting. I understood the question they were interested in having
answered was, Are there examples of a Westchester County park with commercial use in the center of
the park? If so, which ones and are they like the situation with Wilson Woods and 1 Bradford Road
Question #2: Is Bradford road privately owned is does the County own it? What is the most current
map, and how is Bradford Rd identified?
Different maps show Bradford Rd differently and there is a question as to its ownership.
Minutes from the neighborhood association meeting captured the following from a local resident:
“Map: There are multiple map versions for Willson Woods Park.
Version 1: Bradford Road begins at Beechwood continues under train trestle then veers right as
a road curving by pond and then meets main park road. This map names all roads through park
as Bradford Road.
Version 2: Part of the road is Park Road. Part of the road is Bradford Road.
Version 3: The road through the park is also mentioned as an extension/continuation of
Hutchinson Blvd.
Question #3: Define what is meant by commercial vehicles are allowed for "local deliveries
only"?
Thank you for your time.
Have a goodnight.
Janice
Janice Duarte
Councilwoman

City of Mount Vernon, NY
914-361-5835

WESTCHESTER OFFICE
1 North Broadway, Suite 803
White Plains, NY 10601
P: 914.997.8510 or 888.539.9073
www.chazencompanies.com

August 5, 2021
Michael Zarin, Esq.

Zarin & Steinmetz
81 Main Street
White Plains, NY 10601
Via email:
Cc:

mzarin@zarin-steinmetz.com
starteka@zarin-steinmetz.com

Re: Professional Traffic Engineering Services Review
Stagg Development Corporate Office Headquarters
1 Bradford Road
Mount Vernon, New York
Chazen Project No. 72104.00
Dear Mr. Zarin:
In response to your request, The Chazen Companies, A Labella Company (Chazen) has reviewed
the proposed Stagg Development Corporate Office Headquarters project, proposed to be
located at 1 Bradford Road in the City of Mount Vernon, New York. The Applicant proposes to
reoccupy the existing 38,000 square feet (SF) vacant building to be used as a general office
building. The Applicant’s immediate plan is to occupy the 9,000 sf of the building for Stagg
Development’s Corporate Office and the remaining 29,000 sf will be leased to other commercial
tenants. The rear of the existing building is proposed to provide limited parking for the
construction trucks and construction material on palettes. Chazen has reviewed all the
documents submitted including:
• A Memorandum, dated, July 7, 2021 containing a Traffic Assessment prepared by the
Sam Schwartz Company
• A 48-page Power-Point presentation prepared by the Applicant
• Articles for: Planned Adjacent Park Zoning District
• A Memorandum from Sam Schwartz Company regarding: Response to Correspondence
from Stephan A. Maffia, P.E., F&A (6-23-21)
• A Site Plan prepared by Tom Abillama Architects, latest revised 10/16/20
• A 15-page Full Environmental Assessment Form; and,
• A two-page Memorandum on Ferrandino & Associates letterhead, prepared by Stephen
A. Maffia, P.E., dated, June 23, 2021.
Chazen Engineering, Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture & Geology Co. D.P.C. (NY)
Chazen Engineering Consultants, LLC (TN/OR)
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Additionally, staff of Chazen participated in a Teams meeting with representatives of Sam
Schwartz Company to discuss preliminary review of the Traffic Assessment on July 26, 2021 and
met at the Site with representatives of the Applicant as well as representatives of Sam Schwartz
Company on July 29, 2021. Lastly, the video of the Public Hearing on this project held at the
Mount Vernon City Council meeting of July 23rd was viewed. The Chazen Companies also
prepared a Traffic Assessment Memorandum, dated, July 27, 2021 outlining Traffic issues to be
further addressed.
Based on a review of all the documents, Chazen offers the following comments:
A. Traffic Volumes –The Traffic Assessment quoted the average daily traffic (ADT) volume on
East Lincoln Avenue east of Magnolia Avenue from the year 2017. However, there was no
vehicular turning-movement count conducted at the critical intersections of Lincoln Avenue
and Bradford Avenue. To assess the traffic impacts of the proposed development, it is
important that vehicular turning-movement counts be conducted at that strategic
intersection. Further, in that there is construction on the bridge over the Hutchinson River
Parkway to the east of the intersection, and because of the uncertainty of current data
given the current Covid situation, it is recommended that the New York State volumes from
2017 be used to normalize current conditions to pre-Covid conditions. This concept was
discussed with the Applicant’s traffic engineer who advised us that they would pursue it.
B. Anticipated Trips - The Site-generated trips for the proposed use of the Site are based on
the General Office Building Land Use from ITE Trip Generation Manual. However, the
Applicant included an option to lease a portion of the building to a Day-Care operator which
was only provided superficially. It is important that details of the Day-Care facility should be
provided including size of the facility, number of children, number of staff and the timing of
arrivals and departures of the Day-Care operation. Further, short-term drop-off and pick-up
parking needs as well as the required parking for the Day-Care facility should also be
provided. The implication of providing the number of parking spaces for staff and dedicated
drop-off and pick-up spaces is to ensure that the number of parking spaces for the building
is sufficient to meet the demand.
Additionally, the rear of the building is proposed to be used for storage of construction
trucks and material. Specifics of the total number of truck trips anticipated at the Site needs
to be provided and their schedule during the entire day. Importantly, the Traffic Assessment
notes that there will be a maximum of three (3) construction vehicles dispatched in the
morning to be returned in late afternoon. However, the Site Plan, latest revised 10/17/20,
itemized:
• Five (5) 10-wheelers;
• Two (2) Cargo Box Trucks;
• Three (3) Construction Box Vehicles;
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•
•

Forty (40) vans; and,
84 passenger vehicles.

There appears to be a disconnect between the dialog and the number of large vehicles. Also,
there is no discussion on the purpose of the 40 vans to be located on the Site. Will their travel
be through the neighborhood to the south of the Site? Further, the plan implies that there are
only 84 automobile parking spaces for the 38,000 square-foot building whereas the Traffic
Assessment accounts for 130 spaces. Based on the zoning requirement of one space for each
300 sf, there is a need for 127 spaces for the building. These discrepancies should be cleared
up. It is noted that these issues are not as much related to the number of private vehicle trips
because of the prior existing use but are related to the number of truck trips to be generated by
the Site and to ensure that the parking needs for a 38,000 sf building will be satisfied.
C. Anticipated Trip Distribution – The Traffic Assessment discusses that there are three (3)
construction trucks but only discusses passenger-vehicular trip distribution; the truck trip
distribution is not provided. Sam Schwartz advised us verbally that no trucks will be
travelling to and from the south because of the low clearance under the bridge immediately
to the south of the Site. This should be confirmed in writing because of the concerns raised
by neighbors in the Beechwood area about the narrow streets and the impacts if Projectoriented truck trips travel there. Further, because trucks cannot travel on the Hutchinson
River Parkway, their routing from the major highways is to be described to ensure safe and
efficient travel allowing for truck turning at each of the intersections on their way to and
from the Site.
D. Truck Turning Templates –
1. The presentation document for the City Council showed that a box truck (a threeaxle truck) is used at the Site. However, while the size of the trucks is noted, their
wheelbase, indicating the turning radius, as per American Association of State and
Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), was not provided. This is extremely
important especially for these large vehicles being able to enter and exit the Site.
2. A truck-turning template for trucks entering and exiting the Site driveway needs to
be provided to show an easy and safe maneuver.
3. The truck maneuvering at the loading dock and into the garage located at the back
of the building should also be included.
4. Based on the size and route of the trucks, the safe maneuvering at the critical
intersections should be investigated.
E. Site Plan - The Site Plans shows palette storage. However, there are no details of the forklift apparatus to be used at the Site including its storage. There also needs to be a
description of the manner in which the palettes will be brought and leave the Site.
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F. Sight Distance - The sight distance analyses performed at the Site driveway is based on the
design speed limit of 25 mph. The posted speed limit on Bradford Road is 30 mph, posted
speed limit on Wilson Woods Park is 25 mph. Hence, the sight distance should be reanalyzed based on actual 85th-percentile speed on Bradford Road near the vicinity of the
Site driveway. Representatives of Sam Schwartz Company indicated that they would have
and Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) installed on Bradford Road for a full week gathering
information about traffic volumes and operating speeds for a full week.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
The Chazen Companies, a La Bella Company

Bernard Adler, P.E.,
Senior Director, Transportation Services,
NY Professional Engineer No. 048373

Westchester County Planning Board Referral Review
Pursuant to Section 239 L, M and N of the General Municipal Law and
Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code

George Latimer
County Executive

August 30, 2021
William H. Holmes, Deputy City Clerk
City of Mount Vernon
One Roosevelt Square
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
County Planning Board Referral File MTV 21-008B – Planned Adjacent Park District
1 Bradford Road
Zoning Text and Map Amendments
Dear Mr. Holmes:
The Westchester County Planning Board has received a proposed amendment to the Mount Vernon
Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map with respect to 1 Bradford Road, a site that is surrounded by
Willson’s Woods County Park and accessible only via the park’s roadway. The amendment would create
a new Planned Adjacent Park (PAP) district and rezone 1 Bradford Road to this new district.
1 Bradford Road is currently zoned RMF-15, and prior to 2015 was zoned LI-7.5. The proposed PAP
regulations are designed to enable and encourage flexibility of design and development that is also
sensitive to the unique qualities of 1 Bradford Road, which is surrounded by County parkland. While
the PAP district would allow a variety of uses, it is our understanding that it would also permit a currently
proposed construction-related office building, subject to certain conditions.
The County Planning Board has participated in previous reviews concerning the rezoning of this site.
Our letter dated May 8, 2020 also provided preliminary comments on the site plan for the proposed
construction-related office building, which at the time was proposed to be developed under LI-7.5
zoning, which the applicant was seeking to restore to the site. However, because of the impacts to
Willson’s Woods Park as shown on the plans, a new Planned Unit Clustered Development within a Park
Setting (PUCD-Park) district was proposed. The County Planning Board responded in letters dated June
12, 2020 and May 28, 2021 which were supportive of that zoning. In particular, we noted the PUCDPark regulations now require the outdoor storage of materials, equipment, pallets and supplies to be in
the rear of the property and not along the property line with the park.
We have reviewed the proposed PAP regulations under the provisions of Section 239 L, M and N of the
General Municipal Law and Section 277.61 of the County Administrative Code and we continue to be
supportive of the City’s efforts to consider context-sensitive regulations for this unique privately-owned
parcel that is surrounded by a County park. However, the proposed PAP district, which is narrowly
focused on one property, represents a broader issue concerning the City’s need to update its
comprehensive plan and zoning. We continue to encourage the City to undertake these updates as they
will allow for the implementation of a comprehensive vision for the future of the City’s development.
As we noted in our May 8, 2020 letter, we had initial concerns with respect to the site plan we reviewed
at that time. Those concerns involved encroachment onto County parkland, visual impacts to the park
caused by the outdoor storage of pallets, truck impacts, and potential impacts to the County’s trunk sewer
432 Michaelian Office Building
148 Martine Avenue
White Plains, New York 10601

Telephone: (914) 995-4400

Website: westchestergov.com

Referral File No. MTV 21-008B – Planned Adjacent Park District – 1 Bradford Road
August 30, 2021
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line which traverses the site. We continue to have these concerns and it will be imperative for the
applicant to work with County staff to ensure that a suitable buffer is implemented between the site and
Willson’s Woods Park. Assuming the proposed construction-related office building will need truck
access, this must also be discussed with County staff since the Willson’s Woods Park road is not a truck
route, and was not designed to accommodate heavy truck traffic. Truck access to the site would need to
be designed to avoid impacts to park users, particularly those who are walking or bicycling.
Please inform us of the City’s decision so that we can make it a part of the record.
Thank you for calling this matter to our attention.
Respectfully,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
By:
Norma V. Drummond
Commissioner
NVD/LH
cc:

Kathy O’Connor, Commissioner, Department of Parks, Recreation & Conservation
Peter Tartaglia, First Deputy Commissioner, Department of Parks, Recreation & Conservation
Ken Uhle, Program Coordinator (Capital Planning–Parks Facilities) Department of Public Works & Transportation

Planned Adjacent Park Zoning District

Article I - Purposes
O.

To preserve the natural and scenic qualities of open lands.

Article II – Section 3. Definitions.
ACCESSORY USE
BUFFER
Land maintained in either a natural or landscaped state and used to screen and/or mitigate the impacts
of development on surrounding areas, properties, or rights-of-way.
BULK STORAGE
Exposed outside storage of sand, lumber, coal, mulch, gravel, stone, soil, aggregate, wood chips,
earth materials, or other bulk materials, and bulk storage of liquids in tanks .
CONSTRUCTION TRAILER
A modular or portable structure located on the premises of a construction project and used
primarily to accommodate temporary offices for developers and contractors during a
construction project. May include eating facilities and meeting space. Construction trailers may
not be occupied overnight by employees or security personnel, and may not be utilized as a
construction equipment storage container.
CULTURAL CENTER
A facility, operated by a public, private, or nonprofit organization, that is open to the public and
has as its primary purpose the advancement and preservation of culture and arts.
DEVELOPMENT
The construction, reconstruction, conversion, structural alternation, relocation, or enlargement of any
structure; any mine, excavation, landfill or land disturbance; and/or any change in use, or alteration
or extension of the use, of land.
DUMPSTER
Any container (other than a conventional trashbarrel) intended for the temporary storage of
rubbish, garbage, trash, or refuse of any sort and designed to be hoisted and emptied into a truck
for removal.

1

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
A school (including a technical, trade, or vocational school) that is: operated or directly
supported by the United States; operated or directly supported by any State or local government
or by a political subdivision of any State or local government; or approved by a State agency or
subdivision of the State, or accredited by a State-recognized or nationally recognized accrediting
body.
LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
A project in which one or more lots, tracts, or parcels of land are to be developed or redeveloped
as a coordinated site for a complex of uses, units, or structures, including, but not limited to,
planned development and/or commercial, institutional, recreational, open space, and/or mixed
uses as provided for in the zoning ordinance.
NATURAL FEATURE
Any naturally occurring tree, plant, plant community, eco-system, body of water, or geographical
or geological site or feature.
OUTDOOR STORAGE
The keeping of or display of any inventory, goods, material(s), supplies, equipment, machinery,
vehicles, pallets or merchandise, including raw, semi-finished, and finished materials for any
period of time, produced or used by or associated with the principal use of the property, and as
an accessory to the primary use of the establishment. This includes cargo storage containers and
membrane structures which are located on the premises.
Article III - Establishment of Districts
Article III – Section 1. District Classification.
The City of Mount Vernon is hereby divided into the following classes of districts:
A. Residence Districts.
R1-7
One-Family Residence
R1-4.5
One-Family Residence
R1-3.6
One-Family Residence
R2-4.5
Two-Family Residence
RMF-6.75 Multifamily Residence
RMF-10 Multifamily Residence
RMF-15
Multifamily Residence
H
Hospital
B. Mixed-Use Districts.
MVW
Mount Vernon West Transit Oriented Development Zone
C. Nonresidence Districts.
2

NB
OB
DB
CB
LI-15
LI-7.5
I

Neighborhood Business
Office Business
Downtown Business
Commercial Business
Landscaped Industrial
Landscaped Industrial
Industry

D. Special Zoning Districts.
R1-TH
One-Family Townhouse Residence
RMF-SC
Multifamily Senior Citizen Housing Floating Overlay Zone
UR-PUD
Urban Renewal Planned Development
PUD-2
Planned Unit Development
PAP
Planned Adjacent Park Zoning District
UR-PUD-S4 South Fourth Avenue-East Third Street Urban Renewal Planned Unit
Development Overlay Zone
§ 267-6. Zoning Map establishment.
The boundaries of all districts are hereby established as shown on a map entitled Zoning Map,
City of Mount Vernon, New York, dated March 1, 2018, and as may be amended from time to
time and certified by the City Clerk, which map accompanies and with all explanatory matter
thereon is made part of this chapter. The official copy of this map is kept by the City Clerk, with
copies thereof kept by the Department of Planning and Department of Buildings. Unofficial
copies at a reduced scale are included with copies of this chapter. Whenever the City Council
amends the Zoning Map, the City Clerk shall notify the Commissioner of Planning, who shall
cause the amendment to be made to the official copy of the Zoning Map and to the copies kept
by the Department of Planning and Department of Buildings.
Article V - Districts
Article V – Section 1. Purposes.
In addition to the general purposes of this chapter as set forth in Chapter 267 - Article I, the
following specific purposes are set forth for residence and nonresidence districts:
D. Special Zoning Districts
(1) For the R1-TH Townhouse Residence District, to promote the development of one-family
attached or detached dwellings on sites where topographic features, landscape resources,
locational characteristics and acreage suggest clustering of buildings as the most appropriate
building type.
(2) For the RMF-SC Multifamily Senior Citizen Housing Floating Overlay Zoning District, to
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provide housing opportunities for senior citizens in locations convenient to shopping,
transportation and community facilities which comprise of superior functional design, quality of
construction, appearance and operational standards.
(3) For the Urban Renewal Planned Development, to encourage a predominately residential
mixed use planned unit development of a large tract of land in such manner as to permit a variety
of compatible land uses, encourage flexibility of design and development, to expand the city's
tax base and to otherwise promote development in connection with the stated goals and
objectives of the City.
(4) For the PUD-2 Planned Unit Development, to encourage flexibility of design and
development of land in such a manner as to minimize negative environmental impacts, provide
for excellence in architectural design of buildings, maximize fiscal benefits for the City and
otherwise promote the most environmentally desirable form of future development.
(5) For the PAP- Planned Adjacent Park zoning District within a Park Setting, to enable and
encourage flexibility of design and development of land in such a manner as to preserve the natural
and scenic qualities of adjacent park lands.
(6) For the UR-PUD-S4 South Fourth Avenue-East Third Street Urban Renewal Planned Unit
Development Overlay Zone, to preserve the special character of architecturally and culturally
significant structures while fostering the development of high-rise mixed use structures within
the South Fourth Avenue-East Third Street Urban Renewal Area.
Article V – Section 7. List of Special Zoning District uses.
E. PAP – Planned Adajent Park Zoning District as regulated by Chapter 267-Article V-Section 12.
(1) Permitted principal uses.
(a) Business, professional or governmental offices.
(b) Park, ball field or plaza.
(c) Research, experimental, testing and/or development activities where manufacturing,
fabrication, production, testing, repair, indoor storage, sale or resale of materials, goods,
and products which are purchased and reassembled are incidental to the principal use,
and take place indoors.
(d) Uses supportive and complementary to a specific research and development industry
and intended primarily to serve businesses and employees therein, but not to exceed five
percent (5%) of the total acres, excluding street rights-of-way, or five percent (5%) of the
total floor space of the research and development park; including business service
establishments, personal service establishments, health and fitness centers, restaurants
excluding drive-through facilities; and provided such uses are not in free standing
buildings.
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(e) Conference or training centers.
(f) Cultural centers, museum and art galleries.
(g) Restaurants.
(h) Agriculture, horticulture, or forestry or fishery.
(i) Day Camps.
(j) Health and fitness centers.
(k) Libraries.
(l) Performance arts center, theaters and/or concert halls.
(m) Golf courses.
(n) Parking for the surrounding park.
(o) Interactive Science and Technology Center.
(p) Recreation establishment, outdoor and indoor.
(q) Data Center.
(r) Repository of archives.
(s) Summer theatre/Amphitheatre/ Theatre.
(t) Community purpose.
(u) Arboretum.
(v) Aviary.
(w) Aquarium.
(x) Botanical garden.
(y) Plant nursery.
(z) Educational institution, day care, nursery school, after school.
(aa) Reselling, fabrication, assembly, or packaging of materials, which take place indoors,
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and are not adverse to surrounding neighborhood.

(2) Permitted Accessory Uses
(a) Uses and structures which are clearly incidental and customarily accessory to
the permitted principal use on the lot on which they are located, including maintenance
and community buildings serving uses on the site.
(b) Limited outdoor storage of materials, pallets and equipment, provided same are suitably
screened and located at the rear of the building adjacent to the railroad tracks.
(3) Temporary Uses.
(a) Carnivals, fairs, and festivals, including music festivals.
(b) Specialty shows, such as animal shows, bazaars, business shows, merchandise
shows, circuses, antique shows, expositions, horse shows, dog shows, and flea
markets.
(c) Sale of Christmas trees in the winter or other seasonal commodities such as
pumpkins in the fall and/or watermelons during summer.
(4) Uses allowed by special permit.
(a) Wireless Telecommunication Facilities.
(5) Prohibited Uses.
Outdoor storage including bulk storage, pallets and equipment shall be prohibited except
when located at the rear of the building along the property line adjacent to the railroad tracks,
unless another location on the Premises has been deemed appropriate by the Planning Board.

Article V – Section 12. PAP- Planned Adjacent Park Zoning District.
A. Intent.
The City Council hereby finds that structures, architectural features, building forms and/or site
layouts for properties/parcels which are surrounded by Westchester County parkland and the
Metro-North Rail Road tracks must be appropriately designed to incorporate, encompass and
accentuate the “park-like” feel which surrounds these parcels. The City Council further finds
that permitted land use development in parkland settings should be designed so as to have no
inappropriate visual impact on surrounding parklands or adjoining neighborhoods, and that
any industrial visual impact is prima facie inappropriate in a parkland setting.
Furthermore, the City Council hereby finds and declares that in order to align the City’s
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policy with that of New York State and implement the City’s policy of conserving, preserving
and protecting its environmental assets and natural and man-made resources, the preservation
of open spaces, the preservation, development and improvement of forest lands, the
preservation of areas which are significant because of their scenic or natural beauty or
wetland, shoreline, geological or ecological, including old-growth areas, character, and the
preservation of areas which are significant because of their historical, archaeological,
architectural or cultural amenities, is fundamental to the maintenance, enhancement and
improvement of recreational opportunities, tourism, community attractiveness, balanced
economic growth and the quality of life in all areas of the City.
B. Purpose.
It is the purpose of this ordinance to permit the establishment of primarily administrative,
business and professional offices and necessary supporting accessory uses and facilities,
designed with a park-like atmosphere and environmentally sensitive design to accommodate
and complement existing natural features including extensive landscaping, low ground
coverage by buildings, buildings of moderate height and careful attention to such aesthetic
considerations as location, size of signs, lighting, parking and service areas and the like to:
a. Encourage creative and flexible site design that is sensitive to the land’s natural
features and adapts to the natural topography.
b. Protect environmentally sensitive areas surrounding the site(s) and neighboring
environs and preserve on a permanent basis open space and natural features.
c. Decrease or minimize nonpoint source pollution impacts by reducing the amount of
impervious surfaces in site development and layout.
d. Promote maximum use of infrastructure using such techniques that reduce stormwater
runoff into the City's sewer system and neighboring bodies of surface and/or ground
water.
e. Encourage social interaction, walking and biking in open space areas within the site
and surrounding the site.
f. To allow for the design and intensity of development that are architecturally and
environmentally innovative; to achieve better utilization of land than is possible through
standard zoning practices.
g. To encourage land development that to the greatest extent possible preserves natural
vegetation, respects natural topographic and geologic conditions and refrains from
adversely affecting flooding, soil, drainage and other natural ecologic conditions.
h. To combine and coordinate architectural styles, building forms and structural/visual
relationships within an environment that allows for efficient site layout and development
intensity based on innovation and functionality.
i. To provide for abundant, accessible and properly located public and/or private open
and recreational space.
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j. To promote the efficient use of land resulting in networks of utilities, streets and other
infrastructure features that maximizes the allocation of fiscal and natural resources.
k. To enable the intensity of land development to be compatible and congruous with
adjacent and surrounding Westchester County Park(s).
l. To ensure that the intensity of land development occurs at proper locations, away from
environmentally sensitive areas and on land physically suited to construction.
m. To allow unique, ancillary and unusual land uses to be planned for and located in a
manner that ensures visual and aesthetic harmony and compatible uses with surrounding
Westchester County parks.
n. To preserve or create as much “greenscape” as possible.
C. General construction of language.
The following rules of construction apply to the language of this chapter:
1. The specific shall control the general.
2. All words used in the present tense include the past and the future tense.
3. All words in the singular number include the plural number, and vice-versa, unless the
natural construction of the wording indicates otherwise.
4. Words used in the masculine gender include the feminine and neuter, and vice-versa, unless
the natural construction of the wording indicates otherwise.
5. The word "shall" is mandatory; the word "may" is permissive.
6. The word "includes" shall not limit a term to the specified examples but is intended to
extend its meaning to all other instances or circumstances of like kind or character.
7. Unless the context clearly indicates the contrary, where a regulation involves two or more
items, conditions, provisions or events connected by the conjunction "and," "or," "either . . .
or" or "and/or," the conjunction shall be interpreted as follows:
a. "And" indicates that all the connected items, conditions, provisions or events shall
apply.
b. "Or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions or events shall apply
singly or in any combination.
c. "Either . . . or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions or events
shall apply singly but not in combination.
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d. "And/or" indicates that all the connected items, conditions, provisions or events shall
apply singly and in any combination.
8. A building or structure includes any part thereof.
9. The words "lot," "plot" and "tract of land" shall one include the other.
10. The word "premises" shall include land and any buildings thereon.
11. The word "occupied" or "used" shall be considered to be followed by the words "or intended,
arranged or designed to be occupied or used," unless the natural construction of the wording
indicates otherwise.
12. References made to officials and official bodies shall mean officials and official bodies of the
City of Mount Vernon, unless the natural construction of the wording indicates otherwise.
13. Unless otherwise specified, all distances shall be measured horizontally.
14. In case of any difference of meaning or implication between the text of this chapter and any
caption or illustration, the text shall control.
D. Definitions.
For the purposes of this Article, the following words and phrases shall have the meanings
respectively ascribed to them by this section:
1. Common Open Space - the portion of the site set aside in perpetuity as open space. This
area may include coastal and freshwater wetlands, floodplains or flood-hazard areas, stream
corridors, prime agricultural lands, habitats of endangered wildlife, as identified on applicable
federal or state lists, scenic views, historical or cultural features, archaeological sites, paved
areas, landscaped areas or other elements to be protected from development, canopies,
awnings, “lean to”, structures, freestanding and/or retaining walls, as well as easements for
public utilities.
2. Conservation Easement - an easement, covenant, restriction or other interest in real
property, created under and subject to the provisions of this title which limits or restricts
development, management or use of such real property for the purpose of preserving or
maintaining the scenic, open, historic, archaeological, architectural, or natural condition,
character, significance or amenities of the real property in a manner consistent with the public
policy and purpose set forth in Article V – Section 12 of this title.
3. Greenspace - Open space maintained in a natural, undisturbed, or revegetated condition.
4. Public Body - the state, County of Westchester, City of Mount Vernon or a municipal
corporation as that term is defined in section two of the General Municipal Law or the United
States of America acting by and through the Department of the Interior.
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5. Open Space - A portion of a development site that is permanently set aside for public or
private use and will not be developed. Open space may be used as community or common
open space or preserved as green space.
E. Eligibility.
The PPA Zoning District shall apply only to those parcels within the City of Mount Vernon abutting
Metro-North Railroad tracks and located within, adjacent to and/or surrounded by a Westchester County
Park, excluding lot 1.1 - Cell Tower tax lot

F. Boundary.
The boundaries of the PPA Zoning District shall be fixed by amendment to the official City
Zoning Map as authorized by the City Council.
1. The following described areas are designated as sites within the PUCD-Park Zoning
District:
a. Section 165.66, Block 2204, Lot 1
b. Section 165.66, Block 2204, Lot 4
G. Applicability.
In accordance with Chapter 267- Article XI (Amendments) of the Zoning Code, the City Council
may from time to time, on its own motion or on petition by applicants and after public notice and
hearing as required by law, act to amend, supplement, repeal or change the existing regulations
and provisions and rezone property to the PAP Zoning District established under this Chapter.
H. Use Requirements.
Permitted principal, accessory and special permit uses as set forth in Chapter 267-Article VSection 7 of the Zoning Code.
I. Standards.
The following standards are hereby established as the minimum or maximum requirements, as
the case may be, but may be made more restrictive where such is determined appropriate, based
upon consideration of the particular circumstances of the individual application, to satisfy the
purposes as set forth in Chapter 267- Article V-Section 1(D)(5) hereof.
1. Requirements.
a. Building Height.
i. A maximum of 45 feet in height from the finished grade and not more than 3
stories.
ii. The number of floors shall include all floors located above the finished grade.
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Portions of the building, such as basements or podiums that are substantially or
partly located below grade, shall not be counted as a floor provided they do not
extend more than five feet above grade. Floors that extend more than five feet
above grade shall be counted as a floor.
b. Building Coverage. The maximum building coverage shall not exceed 25%.
c. Impervious Coverage. Suitable stormwater management infrastructure shall be
installed to address impervious surfaces up to 90%, which shall be the maximum
allowed.
d. Lot Area. The minimum lot area shall not be less than 130,000 square feet.
e. Side Yard Setback. The minimum side yard setback shall be no less than 90 feet from
the Northern property line.
f. Lot Width and Frontage. The minimum lot width and frontage shall be 75 feet.
g. Front Yard Setback. The minimum front yard setback shall be 25 feet.
h. Secondary Front Yard Setback. The minimum secondary front yard setback shall be
25 feet.
i. Side Yard Setback. The minimum side yard setback shall be no less than 20 feet from
the Southern property line.
j. Rear Yard Setback.There shall be no minimum rear yard setback.
k. The Planning Board shall have the authority to increase minimum setback
requirements based on structures’ relationship to surrounding structures and the
character of the neighborhood.
l. Buffers. Any application to construct or alter a structure within this zoning
designation shall include provisions for a buffer screening area along any/all lot lines
and/or property lines. All required setbacks shall be used for this purpose. The Planning
Board may allow for the construction of a wall, fencing, landscaping and/or any other
item(s) that in its judgment will appropriately screen the activity and/or intensity of
development or structure(s) involved from the neighboring parkland. The buffer
screening shall be of a design, materials, location, type, height, spacing, and arrangement
to the satisfaction of the Planning Board. The buffer screening shall consist of materials
or vegetation that is consistent with and mirrors the natural landscape of the surrounding
parkland or adjoining neighborhoods. These requirements may be waived by the
Planning Board in situations where the Planning Board determines that adjoining
topographic features or existing vegetation satisfy the same purpose. The plan and
specifications for such buffer screening shall be filed with the plans for the use of the lot.
All required landscaping shall be properly maintained in a healthy growing condition as
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specified on the approved site plan, in perpetuity.
m. Merging tax lots. A property owner who owns two or more contiguous parcels of
land and seeks the use of the PAP Zoning Designation shall merge all associated tax
lots for municipal regulation and tax purposes through the Office of the City Tax
Assessor. Wireless telecommunications infrastructure eligible for separate tax lot
identification shall be exempt from this provision.
n. Declaration of Restrictive Covenants. To ensure the compact development of the
property into perpetuity, a property owner who owns a parcel(s) of land with the zoning
designation of PAP shall file with the Westchester County Clerk, in a form approved by
the Corporation Counsel for the City of Mount Vernon, a declaration of restrictive
covenants preventing any further subdivision of the land. A certified copy of the duly
recorded Declaration shall be submitted to the City Planning Board and Law
Department for the files.
o. Off Street Parking Space and Loading Requirements. The Planning Board shall
establish the minimum number of parking spaces and loading spaces required based upon
the specific nature of the proposed facility(ies) and/or use(s) within the PAP Zoning
District. The Planning Board shall establish the requirements on that basis.
Required spaces developed for specific structures and uses shall be reserved at all times
to persons who are employed at or make use of such structures and uses.
p. Site Standards. The purpose of these standards is to ensure that proposed
developments within the PAP Zoning District exhibit creativity and variety in design
features so that the unique and natural character of Mount Vernon in the surrounding
park is preserved. These guidelines shall be applicable to all proposed developments
and/or associated accessory structures and shall incorporate the following design
elements:
1. Buildings shall maximize the number of façade openings for windows and
doors in keeping with the intended function of the building and the natural
features of the site and surroundings.
2. All sides of a proposed building(s) and/or structure(s) shall employ
architectural features such as windows, a variety of colors, patterns, roof heights
and complex massing to achieve visual and aesthetic interest that compliments the
surrounding park and natural surrounding landscape. All building(s) and/or
structure(s) shall have great building articulation. Flat, blank walls shall be
prohibited.
3. Complex massing shall be used for all structures proposed. Building designs
featuring a single geometric shape, such as a simple rectangle, shall not be
allowed. The requirement for complex massing may be met by building designs
featuring a variety of parapet heights, varying building wall setbacks or balconies,
a variety of roof forms at different heights and an irregular building footprint.
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4. Each building on a site shall have clearly defined, highly visible ground floor
entryway(s).
q. Accessory Structures. The minimum setbacks for all accessory structures shall be no
less than 7 feet from any property boundary.

2. Supplemental Development Standards.
a. For the purposes of this Subsection, the buffer area shall comply with the following design
standards:
1. The buffer area shall, to the greatest extent possible, protect natural features having
particular value in the context of preserving the existing natural, open space character, in
compliance with the intent of this Ordinance.
2. Natural features shall generally be maintained in their natural condition, but may be
modified to improve their appearance, or restore their overall condition and natural
processes, as recommended by natural resource professionals. Permitted modifications
may include but may not be limited to:
 Woodland management.
 Reforestation.
 Meadow management.
 Wetlands management.
 Streambank protection.
 Buffer area landscaping.
 Restoration of ecosystem.
 Habitat restoration.
3. All wetlands, floodplains, wildlife habitat areas and slopes over 12 percent shall be
contained within the buffer area wherever possible.
4. To preserve scenic views, ridge tops and rock outcroppings should be contained within
the buffer area wherever possible. Trees shall not be removed from the buffer area unless
a similar tree is planted in its place.
5. The boundaries of the buffer area shall be marked by natural features wherever
possible, such as hedgerows, edges of woodlands, streams, or individual large trees.
Where no such natural demarcations exist, additional plantings, fences, or other landscape
features should be added to enable visitors to the site or the public, if applicable, to
distinguish where the buffer area(s) ends and private lot areas begin. Where structural
demarcations, such as fences, are used, they shall be the minimum needed to accomplish
this objective.
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6. Buffer area(s) shall include lands located along existing public streets in
order to preserve existing natural landscape character as seen from these streets,
and shall, in no case, contain less than the required buffer, setback area, or
separation distance.
7. The following areas shall not be included in the buffer area(s):
 Street and highway rights-of-way, public or private.
 Railway and utility rights-of-way.
 Parking areas.
 Material storage areas
8. To preserve the existing natural landscape and woodland character of the surrounding
area, landscaping shall comply with the following design standards:
a. For the purpose of conserving the natural landscape and in recognition of the time
value of existing vegetation, the preservation of existing vegetation shall always be
preferred to the installation of new plant material.
b. Existing woodlands shall be retained to the maximum extent possible.
c. All new landscaping to be installed and existing vegetation to be preserved shall be
protected.
b. For the purposes of this Subsection, the site design shall comply with the following
standards:
1. Utilities shall be installed underground and any aboveground equipment shall be
located with minimal disturbance to the surrounding woodland character. Equipment
boxes shall be located so as to minimize their visibility using landscaping or some
other form of screening that preserve the woodland character of the park to the
satisfaction of the Planning Board. Relocation and provisions for private and public
underground utility systems are to be made, as needed.
2. Adequate facilities shall be provided for the removal of snow, trash, garbage, and
recyclables and for the general maintenance of the development. When the method of
disposing of trash and other solid wastes is by means of industrial-type receptacles
(dumpsters), all such receptacles shall be located on permanent platforms that shall be
well distributed to serve the development. All receptacles shall be suitably enclosed
on four (4) sides by opaque screening or other treatment to be approved by the
Planning Board in its site plan review.
3. Building-mounted lighting shall be exempt from the height limitation, provided it does not
project light into the adjacent park. Outdoor lighting shall minimize the light source’s visibility
from the adjacent park. No outdoor light source from a free standing light structure shall be
more than twelve (12) feet above the ground level underneath it. Illumination levels shall not
exceed 1 footcandle along all property lines.
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4. One hundred percent (100%) of the calculated stormwater runoff shall be retained
on-site.
5. Within any PAP Zoning District, landscaping, buffering, and screening shall be
used to screen all areas of collection of refuse, loading areas and parking areas
from surrounding streets.
R. De Minimis Exceptions, Supplemental Development Exceptions and Waivers. Deviation
from the development requirements, provisions, standards and regulations may be necessary in
unusual circumstances. To account for these circumstances the Planning Board has the ability to
waive or allow an applicant to deviate from this Section of the Ordinance based on existing
conditions hardship or a special reasons hardship.
1. Existing Conditions Hardship and/or Special Reasons Hardship. In instances where
the applicant is confronted with hardships arising from an existing condition of the land
or instances where the applicant creates the hardship to enhance the building and site
design, the Planning Board may grant exceptions from certain parking or development
requirements, provided that the applicant demonstrates:


That the proposed design exception will not substantially impair the intent of the
City’s long range planning strategy.



That the proposed design will not present a substantial detriment to the public health,
safety and welfare of the community.



That the proposed design will enhance the aesthetic value of the overall design, the
site itself and the surrounding area.



That the proposed design will advance the purposes of this ordinance.

S. Design Standards.
1. The purpose of these standards is to ensure that proposed structures within the PAP
zoning designation exhibit creativity and variety in design features so that the unique
character of Mount Vernon, in particular, the natural woodland character of the surrounding
park is preserved. These guidelines shall be applicable to the principal building, unless
specifically referring to an accessory building.
a. The placement, pattern, scale, size, and rhythm of window and door openings on
building façades, including proportions and details around them make up building
fenestration. The disposition and design of window and door openings of traditional
buildings help determine their appeal and charm, and distinguish a building façade from a
generic, uninteresting appearance. Buildings with poor fenestration appear visually
uninteresting and/or boxy. The relationship of window and door openings to the wall
surface of the façade contributes to a building’s appeal and character. The added
architectural details, including materials, trims, bands and cornices bring visual interest to
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building façades, enhance the “box” and provide a human scaled backdrop.
i. Buildings shall maximize the number of street level façade openings for windows
and doors. Accessory buildings shall have at least 1 window and plantings on or
around at least 1 wall of a building.
ii. Buildings shall maximize upper level façade openings for punched-in windows, or
glass and metal curtain wall. (Note: a glass block-filled wall opening is part of the
solid wall surface and not considered a window).
iii. Buildings shall set ground floor window frames at a height above the finished
grade to reflect traditional building qualities.
iv. Buildings shall recess all window frames, particularly along the ground floor, from
the typical wall plane surface to provide a shadow line and accentuate the ground
floor.
v. All windows shall exhibit proportional scale that appropriately indicates functions
within the building.
vi. Buildings shall delineate change in surface material by a reveal or a recess detail.
vii. All sides of a building open to public view shall employ architectural features
such as windows, a variety of colors, patterns and complex massing to achieve interest
especially at the pedestrian level. Flat, blank walls along public right-of-ways shall be
prohibited.
viii. Architectural massing refers to the way a building is shaped. Building designs
featuring a single geometric shape such as a simple rectangle shall not be allowed.
The requirement for complex massing may be met by building designs featuring a
variety of parapet heights, varying building wall setbacks or balconies, a variety of
roof forms at different heights and an irregular building footprint.
x. Each building on a site shall have clearly defined, highly visible ground floor
entryways featuring no less than three of the following:
 Entryways shall be recessed or projected along the street level façade of the
typical wall plane;
 canopies or porticos;
 overhangs;
 recesses/projections;
 raised corniced parapets over the door;
 peaked roof forms;
 arches;
 outdoor patios;
 planters;
 wing walls; and
 any other architectural detail or feature that accentuates the entryways for the
public.
xi. On-site development identification signs should be limited to thirty-two square
feet, its construction should be of natural materials (i.e., wood, brick and/or stone),
should not exceed five feet in height, and the base area should be appropriately
landscaped. Internally illuminated signage is prohibited and may only be illuminated
by flood or spot lighting that shines away from the public street and surrounding park.
xii. The creation of lawn areas in excess of 10,000 square feet is strongly discouraged.
xiii. Native species should be included in all landscape designs.
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xiv. The use of dyed and textured concrete as well as of other natural materials is
encouraged for visible structures such as curbing, culverts, walls, and outlet structures
to minimize the visual impact.
xv. Roadways should follow existing contours to minimize the extent of cuts and
fills.
xvi. In the PAP Zoning District, exposed masonry walls (freestanding and
retaining) shall be finished in stucco when located along a street, public right-of-way
and/or visible from the surrounding park.
xvii. In the PAP Zoning District, all fences shall be constructed of aluminum or
wrought iron and shall be completely within all lot lines when visible to the public
from any street or public right-of-way, except that fences may be black chain-link
when not visible to the public from any street or right-of-way, located behind
buildings, or suitably screened by landscaping.
xviii. In the PAP Zoning District, all fences shall have the finished or more
attractive side facing the neighboring property, the street, the Metro-North Railroad
and/or the park.
ixx. All curbing including curbed landscaped islands shall be concrete, granite
block curbing and/or Belgian block.
xx. Electrically charged fences, barbed-wire fences, razor wire and other fences
constructed of sharp materials shall not be permitted.
xxi. Window signs shall not be permitted.
xxii. Moving and/or windblown signs shall be prohibited.
xxiii. Signs displaying flashing or intermittent lights and lights of changing degrees of
intensity of color shall be prohibited.
xxiv. Roof signs shall be prohibited.
xxv. All signs that obstruct a window, door, fire escape, stairway, ladder, opening or
access intended for light, air, ingress to or egress from a building shall be prohibited.
xxvi. All signs which, due to their location, size, shape and/or color, may obstruct,
impair, interfere with the view of, or be confused with, any traffic control sign, signal
or device erected by a public authority or where they may interfere with, mislead or
confuse traffic shall be prohibited. These signs are subject to immediate removal and
disposal by an authorized County and/or City official as a nuisance.
xxvii. All accessory structures shall have garage doors, light fixtures, a roof form,
exterior materials, colors, etc. that are compatible with the primary structure.
xxviii. All accessory structures shall be located no less than 7 feet from any property
line.
xxix. Only one accessory structure shall be permitted on the lot. Any additional
accessory structure shall be subject to review of the Planning Board for its location
and operation and Architectural Review Board for its aesthetics.
xxx. Accessory buildings and structures. The height of an accessory building shall be
limited to one story with a maximum building height of 20 feet.
T. Design Exceptions and Waivers.
1. Deviation from the design requirements, provisions, standards and regulations may be
necessary in unusual circumstances. To account for these circumstances the Planning Board
and the Architectural Review Board has the ability to waive or allow an applicant to deviate
from this Section of the Ordinance based on existing conditions hardship or a special reasons
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hardship with the exception of building height.
a. Existing Conditions Hardship and/or Special Reasons Hardship. In instances where the
applicant is confronted with hardships arising from an existing condition of the land or
instances where the applicant creates the hardship to enhance the building and site design,
the Planning Board and the Architectural Review Board may grant exceptions from certain
design requirements, provided that the applicant demonstrates:


That the proposed design exception will not substantially impair the intent of the
City’s long-range planning strategy.



That the proposed design will not present a substantial detriment to the public health,
safety and welfare of the community.



That the proposed design will enhance the aesthetic value of the overall design, the
site itself and the surrounding area.



That the proposed design will advance the purposes of this ordinance.

U. Obtaining Approval of Design Exceptions and Waivers. The applicant shall demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the Architectural Review Board the following for approval of an exception
or waiver:


The goals and objectives of this ordinance and the City's long range planning strategy
shall be further advanced.



The project will have no adverse impact on the physical, visual and spatial natural
woodland character of the surrounding area.



The project will enhance the physical, visual and spatial character of the surrounding
natural woodland area.

V. Establishment of a Conservation Easement.
Where determined necessary by the City of Mount Vernon or Westchester County, a
conservation easement shall be filed within the Land Records Office of Westchester
County prohibiting or limiting new construction on any lot with the PAP Zoning
District. This easement shall comply with all City, County and State regulations and
requiements.
1.

W. Conveyance of Open Space.
1. Common open space may be conveyed as follows:
(a) To the City of Mount Vernon and accepted by it for park, open space, agricultural or
other specified use or uses, provided that the conveyance is recommended by the
Planning Board and/or Architectural Review Board and approved by the City Council
and is in a form approved by Corporation Counsel; or
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(b) To a nonprofit organization whose principal purpose is the conservation of open space
or trust such as but not limited to the Westchester Land Trust. If such a trust is used,
ownership shall pass with the conveyance of the lot. The conveyance shall be
recommended by the Planning Board and approved by the City Council and shall be in a
form approved by the Corporation Counsel.
2. In any case, where the common open space is conveyed pursuant to subparagraph (1)(b)
above, a deed restriction enforceable by the City of Mount Vernon shall be recorded that
provides that the common open space shall:
(a) be kept in the authorized condition(s); and
(b) not be developed for principal uses, accessory uses (e.g., parking), or roadways.
X. Conflicting Requirements.
1. Within the areas designated by the City Council as being within the PAP Zoning
District, all ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent with this Section of the
Ordinance are repealed, to the extent of such inconsistency only.
2. If any standards, objectives, land uses, provisions, controls, permitted uses and other
restrictions and requirements stated in this Section of the Ordinance differ in content from
provisions set forth in other section(s) of the Zoning Ordinance, unless otherwise specified,
this section of the Ordinance shall prevail.
3. If any provision or regulation of this section of the Ordinance shall be judged, ruled or
deemed invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such order or judgment shall not affect
or invalidate the remainder of any section, subsection, paragraph, subdivision or clause of
this Section of the Ordinance and such section, subsection, paragraph, subdivision or clause
of this Section of the Ordinance is hereby declared severable.
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